
Clothing Items and Accessories 
Item Quantity Description Requirement Recommendation 

BDU Blouse 3 Woodland Pattern 
blouse 

Required with name tape sewn 
over right pocket.  

“Regulators” branch tape over left pocket, Berlin brigade 
patch on left shoulder, I used my forum name – turns 
out most everyone else uses their real name. I’ll 
probably swap mine over to my real name. 

Shirt 3-9  6 OD or brown 3 Required brown wicking shirts preferred, surplus brown blend 
shirts worked fine for me 

BDU Trouser 3 Woodland pattern Required Knee pads? Did not get a chance to integrate knee pads 
into my pants. Alta knee pads worked just fine 

Belt 1 BDU or Rigger Belt Required Used a standard BDU belt. This worked great though it 
did loosen over long patrols. Will upgrade to a rigger belt 
for next year. 

Boonie Hat 1 Woodland pattern Recommended Was only allowed to wear on one patrol during 
peacetime so definitely not necessary 

Patrol Cap 1 Woodland pattern Required, not 8 point USMC cap Had a winter one (with ear flaps), need a summer one 
too 

Watch Cap 1 Black or OD Required USGI issued beanie or Jeep cap preferred – used mine a 
couple times, it’s worth it’s weight in gold. 

USGI Scarf 1 OD scarf Required USGI OD scarf – had one and never used it. Would have 
definitely been used if it was colder. 

Warmth Layer 1 top, 1 
bottom 

USGI poly-pro or USGI 
bear suit 

Required Bring both, did not use either – M65 jacket and liner 
were plenty warm. Might not bring bear suit again but 
would definitely bring poly pros. Never know how cold it 
will get. 

M65 field jacket 1 Woodland Recommended With liner – used the liner under my BDU blouse several 
times which worked great. 

M65 field pants 1 Woodland Recommended With liner – had both, used neither. Would definitely 
bring again. 

Gore-Tex Coat 1 Woodland pattern Required Baggy to fit over vest – normal sizing worked fine over 
vest – only used once but this was a warm/dry year. 

Gore-Tex Pant 1 Woodland pattern Required I won’t attend an Eastwind without these. The field was 
muddy/moist for most of the event and these made 
sitting/kneeling a dry affair rather than a wet one. 

Over Whites 1 set USGI snow camo or over 
whites 

Recommended Didn’t use, would definitely bring again. It can snow any 
time in March. Might look into a white pack cover as 
well 

Cold Weather Gloves 1 pair USGI gloves Recommended USGI cold weather mittens with inserts – never used but 
I have used them before and they work great, would 



definitely bring again. 

Patrol Gloves 1pr USGI black leather 
gloves with inserts 

Recommended Alternate: pilot gloves – Used the nomex pilot gloves for 
just about everything, including digging/firewood 
cutting. They held up ok but I’ll get some better work 
gloves for the rough stuff next year. Also need a size 
smaller patrol gloves as it was difficult to turn pages in 
my notebook/write etc with mine. 

Work Gloves 1 Leather gloves Required USGI black leather with OD inserts – I did not have 
inserts and mine hurt my hands. Not sure why but I will 
most likely bring some civilian black work gloves next 
year that are more comfortable. 

Boots 2pr  1 Required, 2 Recommended USGI black combat boot preferred as primary. Jungle 
boot ok as secondary – Brought one pair of Belleville 
Gore-Tex boots which kept my feet dry and mostly 
happy. Had some old Bates as back ups which I did not 
use. Will probably pick up a second pair of the Bellevilles 
or Danners for next year so I can swap out mid week and 
spread out the wear. 

Boot Socks 4-9 pair OD or brown, wicking 
fiber or wool 

Required I mostly used 5.11 poly blend socks which worked well. 
The wool socks I brought were all warm so I didn’t have 
a chance to wear them. I’d like to try some 
summer/intermediate weight wool socks next year. 

Knee Pads 1 pair Woodland, Brown or OD Recommended Sew padding into knees of BDU instead – Didn’t have a 
chance to mod any pants so I wore my old Alta 
woodland kneepads. The plastic caps snapped off ages 
ago so they blended with my uniform well. May or may 
not mod a pair of pants for next year. 

Eye Protection 1 Goggles or mesh Required Bring 3 sets, one ea mesh clear tint – I used clear 
Bobsters for the entire event. This worked well though 
they did pinch my head after a few days. I only had one 
fogging incident and it was a period of high exertion at 
dusk. I would like some Wiley Xs simply because of the 
low profile head strap. Not sure if I will go with mesh or 
not. 

Poncho 1 Woodland with hood Required makes good shelter or ground sheet – This plus my liner 
saved my butt from hypothermia. They live rolled up in 
my butt pack because I quickly learned you never know 
when you’ll find yourself out overnight. I wouldn’t 
suggest you attend EW without both. 



Poncho Liner 1  Recommended Combined with poncho makes nights survivable 

Camouflage Scrim 1 Woodlandish Recommended Pack cover – I did not get this completed in time though 
it turned out I only carried my ruck on one patrol. I’ll 
most likely finish it and bring it next year just in case. 

Improved Rain Suit 
Jacket 

1 Woodland Recommended I didn’t have this or feel like I needed it. However if it 
had rained more I may feel differently. I’ll pick one of 
these up (and the pants) for next year. 

Improved Rain Suit Pant 1 Woodland Recommended  

Carried Items 
Item Quantity Description Requirement Recommendation 

Knife 1 Straight or folding Required Bring 2 – I kept a cheap pocket knife in my front pocket at 
all times, ended up using it quite frequently. Definitely will 
continue to bring 2 in case I lose one 

Multi-tool 1  Recommended One with Scissors – I brought two multitools and used 
neither. However, with longer patrols (overnight, etc) I 
would have carried them more often. 

Watch 1  Required USGI watch – I used my G-Shock watch that I carry in every 
airsoft game. It worked great despite numerous dunkings 
in water. I do need to upgrade the wrist strap as it fell off 
twice. 

Pencils/pens 4 Wooden or mechanical Required Bring ability to sharpen – I brought 2 mechanical pencils 
and one pen. Need more pencils next time, I lost one and 
the other was not holding lead properly. 

Pocket Sized Notebook 1 Note Taking Required Rite in the Rain with cover and map pens – as an RTO I 
relied on this heavily to keep track of my mission details. 
However, even as a rifleman this would have remained 
invaluable. Having mine weather resistant meant just one 
less thing I had to worry about. I brought a second 
notebook just in case and was glad I did as I used it after I 
buried my original one.  

Tablet Sized Field Book 1 For mission planning Recommended Rite in the Rain with cover and map pens – This would 
have been invaluable if we had been tasked with recon. 
We were not so I didn’t feel the loss of not bringing one. 
That said, it would be nice to have as a TL or SL to write 
opords with 

Military Protractor 1  Required Modify with tape and string – brought – never used. 
Would use when writing opords 

Whistle 1  Recommended For signaling in combat – brought and never used, would 
use as TL or SL 



Dead Rags 2 Red rag Required  

Headlamp 1  Recommended Mini mag on homemade strap – I ended up with a cheap 
headlamp from home that although not period correct 
became my go to light for the entire trip. Next year I will 
bring 2 lightweight headlamps (with red light capability) 

Bayonet 1 M-7 or M-9 Optional M-9 – had a Ka-Bar on my kit, never used it. Will stick with 
the Ka-Bar unless I find a reason to pick up a bayonet. 

  

Battle Rattle 
Item Quantity Description Requirement Recommendation 

Ballistic Helmet 1 PASGT helmet with cover 
and cat eye band 

Required NVG mount and strap with 3 point suspension and a 
ghillie cover and MICH type pads – This combo was 
perfect. I may modify the scrim to include some sort 
of elastic strap like the British helmets have. I found 
that the netting had a tendency to grab low hanging 
branches and jerk my head back. 

Ballistic Vest 1 PASGT vest in woodland Required Should fit snug, but not too tight. Is worn under 
Gore-Tex parka – Mine has a pen pocket inside the 
left side pocket. Made my day when I found it. 
Wearing this thing wasn’t nearly as uncomfortable 
as I thought it would be. 

Long Patrol Kit 1 LC-2 Y-harness or LBV-88 Required Sized to wear over armor and sustain for 8-12 hrs – I 
used this kit on all but 1 mission (before we had to 
wear vests). It has 4 mag pouches (2 for 
mags/ammo tubes, 2 for misc, two 1 qt canteens, 
one 2qt canteen with drinking tube, two compass 
pouches (one for dead rag, one for compass) and my 
butt pack (with poncho and liner inside). One 
canteen cup and stove rode with at all times as well. 

Short Patrol Kit  LC-2 Y-harness or LBV-88 Recommended Sized to wear over armor and sustain for 4 hours – 
My initial idea was to use this for SAT duty and 
shorter patrols. However, switching mags and 
canteens back and forth became a pain so I just 
stuck with the above kit. It had two mag and two 
1qt canteen pouches on it. 

No Armor Kit 1 LC-2 Y-harness or LBV-88 Recommended Sized to wear without armor and sustain for 8-12 hrs 
– this is my normal airsoft LC2 kit, it is exactly the 
same as my “long patrol” kit but it’s sized to me 



without a vest and has a belt pad on it. I used this on 
one mission (before we went vests on). 

Ammo Pouches 2-4 M-16, M60 or M249 Required Recommend total of 6 mag capacity 

Canteen with LC-2 
covers 

2-4 1qt USGI canteen Required – at least 2qt of water 
capacity on battle rattle 

Brought 4 1qt canteens and this worked well. I was 
able to return from a mission and simply swap 
canteens to be ready for SAT duty or vice versa. I 
could then fill canteens when I got a spare moment. 

Butt Pack 1 Woodland or OD Recommended Wear a ruck less! – 100% necessary, should be 
required. 

Magazines 2-13 M-16/M249/M60 Required, midcaps or lowcaps 13 mags preferred – I brought a total of 7 gbbr mags 
and 8 aeg mags. I used the gbbr mags and the aeg 
mags rode in a claymore bag to be tossed to a 
buddy. I generally forgot to grab the claymore bag 
but had intended to use it if activated as SAT. 

M-16A1-3  USGI Combat Rifle Required  Brought a WE gbbr M-16a3. Functionally, it was just 
fine throughout the week. I lubed it once and it 
functioned through the end of the event. However, I 
fell on it about halfway through and loosened the 
joint between the upper and the barrel and 
switched to an aeg to prevent further breakage 
(good thing I brought aeg mags!) 

Compass w/pouch 1 USGI tridium compass Required Dummy cord compass to pouch – This worked well, 
several times I was trying to shove my compass back 
in a pouch and had to immediately run/grab 
something/etc… and the dummy cord did it’s job. I 
used my compass for shooting bearings to noise 
contacts but nothing else. Still, absolutely worth it’s 
weight in gold. I can do so many things with one of 
these I just might buy another for kicks and giggles. 

Canteen Cup 2 USGI, nests in canteen 
pouch under canteen 

Required L-shaped handle not wire type – I had 2 L handle 
style ones and didn’t really feel that I had any 
advantage with it. I would say if you can get one, by 
all means do so but don’t sweat this too much. 

Canteen Stove 1 USGI type inserted in 
canteen pouch 

Recommended I’m told this makes it very easy to heat contents in 
your canteen cup – and it does! Use a full bar of 
trioxane (not the mini bars) and make instant 
hot….anything. Also doubles as a coozie when 
holding your canteen cup. 

First Aid Kit 1 Boo Boo Kit/meds Required USGI plastic box FAK - boo boos and splinters type 



kit – this worked well, I only took my IFAK into the 
field once but it was easy just to ALICE on to my ruck 
and move on to packing the next thing. 

Flashlight 1 USGI angle head flashlight 
with red/blue/green filters 

Required Dummy cord to LBE, carry in grenade loop on mag 
pouch - upgrade to LED bulb – I brought two angle 
heads this year, neither was upgraded. In the future 
I will just bring one to satisfy the requirement and 
use my little headlamp for my actual light source. 

Water Purification 
Tablets 

1-3 Bottle stored inside pocket 
of canteen pouch 

Required Bring an extra bottle or two. When you need these 
you NEED them. – Had them, never used them 
(perfect). Would like to get the two stage system 
next time so I don’t have to mess with the taste. 

Dead Rope 1 12 inch piece of paracord 
secured to LBE 

Required Attach to right shoulder of harness. – mine fell off 
twice due to poor placement (pretty sure my pack 
straps rubbed on the knots and loosened them). 
From then on I secured it to the hole in the metal 
tab on the shoulder pad which worked. 

Pace Beads 1 Subdued color Recommended Had them, never used them – will continue to bring 
in case I get surprise point guy duty 

Belt Extender 1 USMC USGI belt extender Recommended Adjusts your belt so it fits over your snivel gear – 
had it but never used it. will continue to bring for 
the above reason. 

 

Sustainment Items 
Item Quantity Description Requirement Recommendation 

Medium ALICE Ruck 
with or without frame 

1 OD or woodland pattern external 
frame. Med or Lrg 

Required Woodland pattern, Fastex buckles where desired – My 
ruck worked great, I have Fastex buckles on the main flap 
straps but have not modified the pockets. I did not use the 
frame at all. 

Assault pack 1 Lid to LCS-84 ruck or small ALICE pack Recommended I used the lid to the IIFS pack as my assault pack. As I was 
given the RTO position I ended up carrying a PRC-77 
everywhere I went. This pack worked well though the 
shoulder straps did slide off the PASGT vest shoulder pads. 
They also liked to self adjust to the longest length on their 
own so I’ll need to modify or replace them for next year. 

Large Ruck 1 ALICE or IIFS Recommended My IIFS ruck worked perfectly for the big patrol base push. 
I love the internal sleeping bag compartment and internal 
frame. Down side is that it interferes with my butt pack. 



USGI Shelter Half 1  Required Best bet is to buy a whole one and share with your battle 
buddy – I brought a whole shelter and waxed it. Wax your 
shelter half. Wax your shelter half. Wax your shelter half. 

Sleeping bag with Gore-
Tex cover 

1 full 4 
piece set 

USGI green patrol bag, black cold 
weather bag, woodland bivy, stuff sack 

Required Repair any holes in your bivy before East Wind, 
recommended to bring a second system to use on patrol – 
I forked out extra to get a brand new bivy and it already 
paid for itself. After the event (Sunday) I woke up on a 
delightfully wet tent floor but inside my bivy everything 
was bone dry.  

Sleeping pad 1 OD green foam or USGI Thermarest Required USGI Thermarest – it packs smaller – Did not get a 
thermarest but it is on the want list. 

Sleeping system cargo 
straps 

1 Spaghetti style straps Recommended Used to attach sleep system to exterior of ruck – 
purchased, did not use, not sure when I would use them. 

Wet Weather Bag 1 OD or woodland rubberized nylon Recommended Keep your clothes dry – Used this as a liner in my ruck. It 
didn’t rain but I’m confident my clothes would have been 
much dryer in there 

Laundry Bag 1 USGI laundry bag Recommended For your nasty clothes – found one cheap – it’s easy to 
hang up in the tent and shove dirty clothes in. 

Cot 1 Use at base Recommended USGI cot or stretcher with stand – Borrowed a cot this year 
to avoid using my super sized civilian one. Will have a USGI 
one by next year 

Mouse Proof Container 1 Crate or ammo can(s) Recommended Keep critters out of your crap at base – a Bunkerbox is in 
design for this exact purpose. – I used two Bunkerboxes 
prototypes, one that fit under my cot and the other as a 
foot locker. This system worked well and I will use it again 
next year. 

Tarp 1 OD or woodland nylon Recommended For shelter making or ground sheet – Strung this up over 
my sleeping spot at the patrol base, made a great sun 
shade and would have been a decent stand in for the 
shelter half in mild climates 

Bungee or 550 cord 6 Green or black Recommended Lengths for securing tarp as shelter – didn’t bring any 
bungee cords but had plenty of 550 cord which came in 
very handy. 

E-tool and pouch 1 USGI E-tool and OD rubberized pouch Required Shelled out extra to get a real one rather than use my 
civilian one. VERY glad that I did. Had a squaddie that had 
a civilian one and it got bent bad digging in the Oklahoma 
rock earth. 

Hygene Kit 1 Personal items, sanitation, 
medicine,etc. 

Required To include wet wipes, alcohol wipes, sunscreen, pre-
pasted tooth brushes, foot powder, toenail kit – I used 



everything except the nail kit as I had taken care of that 
right before the event. If you forget everything else bring 
wet wipes and Gold Bond foot powder. 

Equipment Care Kit 1 Basic tools, parts, sewing Required Fix stuff that breaks – m60 parts for sure. Boot paste. 
Sewing kit. – I found Eastwind to be much like other 
milsim games here. I didn’t have time to sew things, shine 
my boots or break a gun open. Better to just have a spare 
and fix the broken item when you get home. 

Mess Kit 1 USGI mess kit with silverware Required  

Supplemental water 
source 

2-4 quarts 1 or 2qt canteens Recommended I brought extra 2qt canteens for the purpose of bulk water 
hauls to support an lp/op or something similar. I didn’t use 
them this year but I’ll bring them again – never know what 
my next mission will require of me. 

Reserve Water Source 1 USGI 5qt reserve bladder Alternative Great for bulk water storage at LP/Ops – Will get one of 
these eventually. 

Batteries 1 1-2 spare sets for any electronic you 
bring 

Recommended AEG, flashlight, headlamp – self explanatory, one is none 
two is one  with batteries 

AEG Batteries 2-? Bring as many as you think you need. 
Best to have at least 3 batts – 1 in the 
gun, 1 in your kit, 1 on the charger 

Required Chargers will be available, make/bring Deans adaptors so 
you can share with others – I brought 4 batteries for the 
60 which worked well. Pretty sure we cycled through two 
due to cold not so much due to firing. 

Duct Tape 1 roll OD Recommended I’m surprised this isn’t required – Hung mine in the tent 
from day one, everyone used it. Bring some. 

Camo Face Paint 1-2 sets Green, Black, Brown Recommended  Get the double ended stick type. – I was surprised we only 
painted up once, but I had 3 sticks and a compact in case 
we went all week painted up. This was more than 
adequate, I think 2 sticks would last me the week. 

Towel/Washcloth 4 USGI OD/brown type Recommended I only went through one towl (facepaint removal) but 
would have gone through more if I didn’t have 8,000 wet 
wipes! 

Trioxane Fuel Tablets 10 fires Start fires, heat meals Required Never used mine (just ate food cold in the field) but would 
have if we were given longer missions. 

Chem Light Holder 1 OD Concealer Recommended Never used mine but it would have been nice when we 
were trying to signal the Canadians. I consider it a good 
place to hide an active glow stick from NV 

 

Squad Gear – Quantities are for the entire squad 
Item Quantity Description Requirement Recommendation 



IR Signals 2-5 Strobes, panels Needed Didn’t have any, would like a strobe but not sure how important it 
is. I’m more concerned about dampening my IR signature. 

Chem Lights Lots 6” or 3” Needed All colors – Turned out the ones we needed were issued but we did 
have a plan to use our own to set points of interest in our defense 
of the patrol base. They never got used but would have been very 
valuable if we had to defend it at night! 

Pioneer tools 1 set Pick mattock, shovel, axe Recommended USGI pioneer tool set – Full size tools rule at trenching tents. 

Hatchet 1 To supplement axe Recommended Never had a use for one but I’m sure it wouldn’t hurt to have. 

Binoculars 2 Steiner USGI binoculars Needed Brought some but never used them. As an RTO, lookout wasn’t my 
priority. Trying to be a scanner would have just taken me away 
from my primary job. 

UV Flashlight 1-2  Recommended Charge cat eyes – Not sure how useful this would be, I never really 
had a problem seeing cat eyes. 

Maps -  Supplied by EW Printed out a large map for the squad tent. I liked having it for 
reference even if we didn’t do any briefings in there 

Foot Powder 2  Needed USGI foot powder – used blue Gold Bond, may look for substitues 
or use more next year. I found that my feet still stayed damp from 
sweat. 

5 gal water can 2  Recommended This or a 20L west German bladder would be wonderful in the 
squad tent. It would cut down on the number of times we had to 
run for water. 

MSR Whisperlight 1  Recommended Cooking stove – If we were given 24hr and longer missions I would 
bring this, not sure of the possibility of this but I do love that little 
stove! I have one but did not bring it. Will bring if I get wind of 
longer patrols in the future. 

Hygene Products - For morale Needed Waterless showering, etc… - Bring wet wipes. I brought a large 
plastic cylinder of them and used them regularly on my smelly 
places. Do this as often as possible, we all stink to high heaven but 
there’s health reasons to stay as clean as you can. 

Scooby Snacks Limited amount For morale Recommended To bribe POWs  - I brought some MRE bits, Jolly Ranchers and 
granola bars. I left the POW bribing to the officers but did enjoy 
the freedom to eat when I was hungry before the MKT got up and 
going and I scrounged MRE bits from other meals. Note, eat 
something before bet – you’ll stay warm and have more energy 
when you wake up. I squirreled away oatmeal packets from 
breakfast for this and it was wonderful. Down some hot oatmeal, 
fall asleep.  

Disposable Camera 1-3 For photos Optional Didn’t bring one, might next year. Will bring a dedicated camera 
next year for sure. 



Video camera 1 For video journal Optional With tripod – I had originally planned on doing a sort of video diary 
from a first-timer’s point of view. I decided to sleep instead. 

 

 

Additional gear thoughts: 

Pillow for use in camp - this was great! 

Boot inserts/booties - did not use, probably won't bring back as they make my boots pretty tight 

"wet weather parka hood" never figured out what this goes to…more research required 

Sea Bag - great for transport, bad for organization. I used mine to hold all the "spares" that I probably wouldn't use 

4th set of gloves - being that I only used one of the other 3 sets I brought I'll just stick to those next year 

AI gas adaptor for propane: I found the little tube snapped off at the base of mine after loaning it out. This is the second AI adaptor I've lost this way so I plan on 

getting a metal one next time. I do, however plan to get their oil pump so I don't have to worry about adding silicone drops in when I'm filling mags. 

The LiPos I picked up for my M60 make it misfeed every 5th round or so due to a higher "c" rating. Need to replace these 

I brought some good old fashioned hangers to hang gear up in the tent and I'm glad I did! Will definitely do this again. 

A hanging shower caddy would make a great personal care kit carrier or small bits organizer 

I never used my pistol (as expected), might continue to bring it, might not (for use with M60). 

For anyone still reading, the most important gear related thing you can do is PUT YOUR NAME ON EVERYTHING! I did this to most of my kit but forgot some key 

items like my canteens which became a source of irritation.  


